### Colors:
- PMS Black
- White
- PMS 485
- PMS 484
- PMS 429
- PMS 116
- PMS 300

### Verbiage:
- Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute®
- RPI®
- Rensselaer®
- RPI Engineers™
- Engineers™

### General Information:
- Location: Troy, NY
- Nickname: Engineers
- Established Date: 1824
- Conferences: Liberty League - NCAA Div. III
  - ECAC Hockey - NCAA Div. I

### Additional Pertinent Information:
- University seal permitted on products for resale? **YES**
- Alterations to seal permitted? **NO**
- Overprinting/intersecting graphics permitted w/ seal? **NO**
- University licenses consumables? **YES**
- University licenses health and beauty products? **YES**
- University permits numbers on products for resale? **YES**
- WITH PERMISSION - Mascot caricatures permitted? **YES**
- WITH PERMISSION - Cross licensing with other marks permitted? **YES**

NO USE of current player’s names, image, or likeness is permitted on commercial products in violation of NCAA rules and regulations.

NO REFERENCES to alcohol, drugs, or tobacco related products may be used in conjunction with University marks.

You must use the approved PANTONE colors listed on this page. The colors on this page are not intended to match the PANTONE color standards. For the PANTONE color standards, refer to the current editions of the PANTONE color publications. "PANTONE" is a registered trademark of PANTONE, Inc.

*For use at sizes smaller than 3/4".*
Never use fluorescent lights when color matching.
When using CMYK builds match the PMS color not the CMYK.
Do not use a Pantone book older than 1 year to use for matching.

**Verbiage:**
- Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute®
- RP®
- RPI®
- Rensselaer®
- RPI Engineers™
- Engineers™

**General Information:**
- Location: Troy, NY
- Nickname: Engineers
- Established Date: 1824
- Conferences: Liberty League - NCAA Div. III
  ECAC Hockey - NCAA Div. I

**Additional Pertinent Information:**
- University seal permitted on products for resale: YES
- Alterations to seal permitted: NO
- Overlapping/intersecting graphics permitted w/ seal: NO
- University licenses consumables: YES
- University licenses health and beauty products: YES
- University permits numbers on products for resale: YES
- WITH PERMISSION - Mascot caricatures permitted: YES
- WITH PERMISSION - Cross licensing with other marks permitted: YES

NO USE of current player’s names, image, or likeness is permitted on commerial products in violation of NCAA rules and regulations.

NO REFERENCES to alcohol, drugs, or tobacco-related products may be used in conjunction with University marks.

You must use the approved PANTONE books listed on this page. The colors on this page are not intended to match the PANTONE color standards. For the PANTONE color standards, refer to the current editions of the PANTONE Color Reference Books. "PANTONE" is a registered trademark of PANTONE, Inc. * For use at sizes smaller than 3/4".